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action language
action compatibility effects, abstract
language, 193–4

behavioral studies, action computability
effects (ACE), 189–92, 194–5

behavioral studies, de Vega et al, 190–1
embodied cognition, 182, 205–6
embodied inferences, 187–8
embodiment, communication, 185–7
embodiment, evaluation, 187
embodiment, functional advantages,
184–7

embodiment, interface with physical
world, 184–5

linguistic meaning, symbolic vs.
embodiment, 182–4

neuroanatomy of, 195–8
neuroimaging studies, 203–4
neurophysiology of, 199–203

activation vs. instantiation, 32–5
affective states tracking, 307
anaphoric inferences, 22–3, 366–7, 377–8
The Art of Fielding (Harbach), 371–3
automatic, strategic processes, 94–8

automatic-strategic combination,
coherence standards, inference
validation, 98–100

causal inference, mental representation of
text, situation model, 107–8

causal inference, text comprehension,
100–7

comprehension skills, processes, 106
elaborative inferences, 104
general cognitive reader characteristics,
106

inferential processes during reading,
95–107

instrument inferences, 104
Landscape Model, 108–9
predictive inferences, 102–3
reader comprehension skills, 106
reader differences, 105

bridging inferences, 9, 23–4, 68–9.
See also causal inferences; narrative
causal bridges

British Picture Vocabulary Scale (BPVS),
141, 146

The Butterfly (Hanley), 396, 402–6

causal consistent, inconsistent, temporal
control conditions sample materials,
73–6

causal inference
causal bridging inferences, validation, 71
mental representation of text, situation
model, 107–8

text comprehension, 100–7
Child, I., 362, 373, 379–81
children, inference processing, vocabulary

knowledge
Perfetti’s lexical quality hypothesis, 141
receptive vocabulary assessments,
141–2

research conclusions, future directions,
155–7

skilled reading, 140
Study 1: ability assessments and
procedure, reading ability, 145–6

Study 1: ability assessments and
procedure, vocabulary, 146

Study 1: conclusions, 148–9
Study 1: inference and integration task,
146

Study 1: vocabulary and comprehension,
depth/breadth relations for different
information types, 146–8

Study 1, vocabulary knowledge aspects
and inference types, 144–9

Study 2: accuracy and speed, 149–50,
152–5

Study 2: assessments and procedure,
judgment tasks, 151

Study 2: assessments and procedure,
production tasks, 151–2
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Study 2: assessments and procedure,
reading ability, 150

Study 2: assessments and procedure,
theme word task, 152

vocabulary semantic skills, reading
comprehension relation, 142–4

word-level skills, 140
Cisneros, Sandra, 402
cognitive mechanisms, neural correlates, xvi

cognitive reader characteristics, 106
coherence judgment, functional
neuroimaging, 240–5

dmPFC activation as diagnostic tool,
245–6

future research, 251–3
individual differences, background
knowledge on inference creation,
210–13

interference comprehension, flexible
control, 222–4

methodological developments,
248–9

neuroanatomy of, 195–8, 230–2
neuroimaging studies, 203–4
neurophysiology of, 199–203
non-aphasic language deficits,
232–4

patient studies on inferencing, 234–40
reading skill and neural efficiency,
individual differences, 215–20

research implications, 224–5
resource constraints, role on inferential
processes, 213–15

special populations, 249–50
text comprehension models, 246–8
theoretical proposals, 250–1
working capacity and neural ability,
individual differences, 220–2

coherence, 98–100, 240–5, 296–300
Coh-Metrix measures, indexes, 301–3
The Color Purple (Walker), 392
compound-cue model, 45
comprehension. See also implicit meaning

comprehension
memory measurement, 45–51
skills, processes, 106
theories, 85–7

comprehension strategies tracking, 306–7
construction-integration (CI) model, 291,

323–4
constructionist model, claims and current

status, 293–4
context retrieval process, 44
conversational pedagogical agents,

307–8

Cook et al example
filler, 29–30
high context condition, 30
low context condition, 30

co-reference meaning processes, 3–4
correct inferences, misconception from

natural language tracking, 305–6
Cumming, C., 366–7

degrees of availability, resonance
framework, memory models, 58–60

diffusion model, 62–5
actress-dead inferences, 64
associative recognition, 63–4

discourse processing research, cognitive
theories

compound-cue model, 45
comprehension, memory measurement,

45–51
context retrieval process, 44
degrees of availability, resonance

framework, memory models, 58–60
diffusion model, 62–5
diffusion model, actress-dead inferences,

64
diffusion model, associative recognition,

63–4
empirical methods, 42
future research directions, 61–5
inference, available and encoded, 52–3
inference, available but not relevant,

53–4
memory, resonance retrieval, 42–4
pronoun resolution, without pronouns,

54–6
Ratcliff-McKoon model, 44
retrieval context effects, 60
saliency, 59–60
strategic effort, 42
text elements, connections, 54
text information, general knowledge

integration, 56–8
Distribution Situation Space (DDS) model,

281–3
The Dog and His Shadow (Aesop), 390
The Dogs of Rome (Fitzgerald), 366, 375–6

elaborative inferences, 24–9, 104
Eleven (Cisneros), 402
embodied approach. See action language
embodied inferences, 187–8
embodiment
communication, 185–7
embodied cognition, 182, 205–6
evaluation, 187
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embodiment (cont.)
functional advantages, 184–7
interface with physical world, 184–5

emotion inferences
applied perspectives, 135–6
complex issues, theoretical perspectives,
133–5

emotional narratives, new ways to
consider, 131–2

Gillioz-Gygax (2012) saliency conditions,
moderated version, 133

Gillioz-Gygax (2012) saliency conditions,
optimal version, 133

grounding research, 123–7
Gygax et al (2004) ambiguous narrative,
ambiguous version, 129–30

Gygax et al (2004) ambiguous narrative,
short version, 129

Gygax et al (2004) experimental
narrative, extended version, 128

Gygax et al (2004) experimental
narrative, short version, 128

Gygax et al (2004) experimental
narrative, target sentences, 128

Gygax et al (2007) experimental
narrative, 127

Gygax et al (2007) experimental
narrative, target sentences, 127–9

intermediate conclusions, 130–1
encoding, xvi
event indexing model, 291
explicit meaning process or inference?,

8–10
explicit text context, validation, 80
expository causal bridges validation, 76–8
expository text, narrative experiences

anaphoric inferences, 366–7, 377–8
causality and, 348
convergent, divergent thinking, 373–81
expository text complexity, 354–5
individual differences, 371–3, 381–2
inference-making during processing of,
351–2

inference-making in context of expository
text, less sufficient prior knowledge,
353–4

metacomprehension skills role, 356–8
modal model of inference-making,
349–51

mysteries, 373–7
participatory responses, 363–6
predictive inferences, 367–9, 377–8
reader’s preferences, 369–71
Remote Associates Test (RAT), 381
strategic processing role, 355–6

The Family Fang (Wilson), 379, 382
Fitzgerald, C., 366, 375–6

Gillioz-Gygax (2012), saliency conditions
moderated version, 133
optimal version, 133

Gygax et al (2004), ambiguous narrative
ambiguous version, 129–30
short version, 129

Gygax et al (2004), experimental narrative
extended version, 128
short version, 128
target sentences, 128

Gygax et al (2007), experimental narrative,
127–9

Hanley, James, 396, 402–6
Harbach, C., 371–3
Harrison Bergeron (Vonnegut), 398–400
Hell & Gone (Swierczynski), 380
Hitchcock, Alfred, 363–4

immediacy, language validation, 80–1
implicit meaning comprehension, without

making inferences
bridging inferences, 9
in comprehension skill, 15–16
explicit meaning process or inference?,
8–10

hierarchical model, 2–3
intermediate level inference, close-to-the
text inferences, 3–4

intermediate level inference, word-to-text
integration (WTI), 4–6

linguistic sources, taxonomies and, 1–2
N400 component, 6–7
paraphrase effect, 7–12
pronoun binding, co-reference meaning
processes, 3–4

studying WIT through event-related
potential (ERP), 6–8

text meaning processes, mirrored
pyramid view, 15–16

WTI, individual differences, 13–15
WTI, mechanisms, 10–12

indirect inference validation, consistency
effects, 78–80

inference, available and encoded, 52–3
inference, available but not relevant, 53–4
inference generation, naturalist reading

contexts
affective states tracking, 307
coherence, explanation assumptions,
296–300

Coh-Metrix measures, indexes, 301–3
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comprehension strategies tracking, 306–7
construction-integration model, 291
constructionist model, claims and
current status, 293–4

conversational pedagogical agents, 307–8
correct inferences, misconception from
natural language tracking, 305–6

event indexing model, 291
future research, xvi
historical research on, xv
intermediate constructionist position,
290

iSTART (Interactive Strategy Trainer for
Active Reading and Thinking, 308–9

landscape model, 291
language, discourse technology, 300
memory-resonance models, 291
metacognition, self-regulated learning
with agents training, 309

MetaTutor, 309
minimalist vs. promiscuous position,
290–1

Operation ARIES!, Operation ARA, 310
reader goal assumption, 294–6
Reading Assessment Tool (RSAT),
306–7

reading strategies with agents tracking,
308–9

reading times, text difficulty, 303–5
research trends, 291–3
structure building frameworks, 291
technologies that promote learning,
comprehension assessment, 303–11

text scaling, language and discourse
levels, 301–3

trialogs in scientific reasoning, 309–11
inference generation, online study and

multimedia learning
comprehension process, 324–6
construction-integration (CI) model
application, 323–4

graphical overviews, 334–7
integrate visual-verbal materials and,
332–3

learner behaviors, interactions, 334–40
multimedia content, strategic processing,
337–40

multimedia materials for learning, 322–3
traditional texts vs., 321
visual cues impact, 330–2
visual representations, 327–8
visually-supported inference generation
limitations, 328–30

inference skill (general)
assessment, interventions, 170–1

competent reading and, 160
development patterns in, 166–7
evidence for, 167–9
future research directions, 171–2
high-order skill, low/high boundaries,

160
inference, defined, 161–3
inference, taxonomies, 163–6

inference validation, 69–71.
See also validation

inferential processes during reading,
research directions

development of inference-making,
109–10

neurology, neurological research, 110
Institute of Education Services, US

Department of Education, 291
instrument inferences, 104
interference effect, memory, word

knowledge, in retrieval processes,
14–15

intermediate constructionist position, 290
intermediate level inference
close-to-the text inferences, 3–4
word-to-text integration (WTI), 4–6

interpretive inferences, literary texts
author generalizations, 391
cultural modeling, 397
displacement of meaning, duplicity of

code and, 386–8
The Dog and His Shadow, 390
empirical evidence, experts studies,

392–7
inferential processes, interpretive stance,

389–91
novices adoption of interpretive stance,

397–8
situated approach, 387–8
Study 1: argument condition, Big

Brother, 401
Study 1: argument condition, human

condition, 401–2
Study 1: plot condition, 401
Study 1: task instructions that promote

interpretive stance, 398–400
Study 2: spontaneous, prompted process

as evidence sources, 402–6
iSTART (Interactive Strategy Trainer

for Active Reading and Thinking,
308–9

knowledge, knowledge-based inference
computational models, 278–86
conjunction presence, effect simulation,

283
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knowledge, knowledge-based inference
(cont.)

Distribution Situation Space (DDS)
model, 281–3

experimental studies, 263–78
familiar relations, inferred, 267–9
familiar relations, inferred supported by
conjunction, 269–71

knowledge manipulation, expert and
non-expert readers, 271

knowledge manipulation, familiar and
unfamiliar information, 263

knowledge representation, expert and
non-experts, 271–5

microworld approach, knowledge
implementation, 279–80

reader’s knowledge, effect simulation,
283–6

reading, expert and non-experts, 275–8
reading goals, effect simulation, 283
theoretical background, 260–3
unfamiliar relations, not inferred unless
motivated by readers goal, 265–7

world knowledge implementation,
280–1

Landscape Model, 108–9
landscape model, 291
language, discourse technology, 300
language validation principles

immediacy, 80–1
memory processes, intentional retrieval,
82–3

other candidate principles, 83
representational updating, 82
routine validation, 81–2
validation failures, 84–5

Lexical Quality Hypothesis, 14–15
linguistic meaning, symbolic vs.

embodiment, 182–4
linguistic sources, taxonomies, 1–2
Lovesey, P., 374–5, 379, 381–2

Marnie (Hitchcock), 363–4, 369
memory processes, intentional retrieval,

82–3
memory, resonance retrieval, 42–4
memory-resonance models, 291
metacognition, self-regulated learning with

agents training, 309
metacomprehension skills role, 356–8
MetaTutor, 309
Michaund, J., 377–8
microworld approach, knowledge

implementation, 279–80

minimalist vs. promiscuous position, 290–1
mirrored pyramid view, text meaning

processes, 15–16
modal model of inference-making, 349–51
Moses Illusion, 85
motivational causation, 74–6
multimedia content, strategic processing,

337–40
multimedia materials for learning, 322–3
mysteries, 373–7

N400 component, 6–7
narrative causal bridges, validation

physical causation, 71–2
related effects, 72–3

narrative experiences. See expository text,
narrative experiences

National Science Foundation, 292
Neal Analysis of Reading Ability: Revised

(NARA-R), 145–6, 150
neural correlates. See cognitive

mechanisms, neural correlates

O’Brien, Shank, Myers, & Rayner example,
25–6

O’Brien-Albrecht example
filler, 22
high context, 22
low context, 22

Office of Naval Research, 292
online study, multimedia learning. See

inference generation, online study and
multimedia learning

Operation ARIES!, Operation ARA, 310

paraphrase effect, 7–12
participatory responses, 363–6
passive activation, instantiation of

inferences during reading, 19
activation vs. instantiation, 32–3
activation vs. instantiation, framework,
33–5

anaphoric inferences, 22–3
bridging inferences, 23–4
Cook et al example, filler, 29–30
Cook et al example, high context
condition, 30

Cook et al example, low context
condition, 30

elaborative inferences, 24–9
O’Brien, Shank, Myers, & Rayner
example, 25–6

O’Brien-Albrecht example, filler, 22
O’Brien-Albrecht example, high context,
22
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O’Brien-Albrecht example, low context,
22

Peracchi-O’Brien, Guéraud-Tapiero-
O’Brien example, alternative trait
condition, 31–2

Peracchi-O’Brien, Guéraud-Tapiero-
O’Brien example, inconsistent
condition, 31

reinstatement line, 22
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT),

141
Peracchi-O’Brien, Guéraud-Tapiero-

O’Brien example
alternative trait condition, 31–2
inconsistent condition, 31

Perfetti’s lexical quality hypothesis, 141
predictive inferences, 102–3, 367–9, 377–8
pronoun binding, co-reference meaning

processes, 3–4
pronoun resolution, without pronouns,

54–6

Ratcliff-McKoon model, 44
reader

cognitive characteristics, 106
comprehension skills, 106
goal assumption, 294–6
reader differences, 105
reader preferences, 369–71
reader’s knowledge, effect simulation,
283–6

reading, expert and non-experts, 275–8
reading goals, effect simulation, 283
unfamiliar relations, not inferred unless
motivated by readers goal, 265–7

Reading Assessment Tool (RSAT), 306–7
reading strategies with agents tracking,

308–9
Reading Systems Framework, 13–14
Remote Associates Test (RAT), 381
representational updating, language

validation, 82
research trends, 291–3
retrieval context effects, 60
routine language validation, 81–2

saliency, 59–60
Shadowlands, 68
Stagestruck (Lovesey), 374–5, 379, 381–2
strategic effort, 42
strategic processing role, 355–6

text elements, connections, 54
text information, general knowledge

integration, 56–8

text meaning processes, mirrored pyramid
view, 15–16

text scaling, language and discourse levels,
301–3

trialogs in scientific reasoning, 309–11
The Trinity Sex (Cumming), 366–7

validation, text and discourse inferences,
explicit content

bridging inferences, 68–9
causal bridging inferences,

validation, 71
causal consistent, inconsistent, temporal

control conditions sample materials,
73–6

comprehension theories, 85–7
explicit text context, validation, 80
expository causal bridges validation, 76–8
indirect inference validation, consistency

effects, 78–80
inference validation, 69–71
language validation principles,

immediacy, 80–1
language validation principles, memory

processes and intentional retrieval,
82–3

language validation principles, other
candidate principles, 83

language validation principles,
representational updating, 82

language validation principles, routine
validation, 81–2

Moses Illusion, 85
motivational causation, 74–6
narrative causal bridges validation,

physical causation, 71–2
narrative causal bridges validation,

related effects, 72–3
validation failures, 84–5

visual cues impact, 330–2
visual representations, 327–8
visually-supported inference generation

limitations, 328–30

Walker, Alice, 392
A Wanted Man (Child), 362, 373, 379–81
Weschler Intelligence Test for Children - III

(WISC-III), 146
When Tito Loved Clara (Michaund), 377–8
Wilson, K., 379, 382
word to text integration (WTI)
individual differences, 13–15
mechanisms, 10–12
through event-related potential (ERP),

6–8
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